Elmer Todd Gillis

Mr. Gillis has a history of committing sexual offenses, primarily
against adult females, however, one of his victims was as young as
14. His first conviction, at age 18, was for indecent liberties, on
July 12, 1984. Mr. Gillis attempted to forcibly rate a woman, whose
screams awoke her father which allowed her to escape.
Mr. Gillis was charged with rape in the 2nd degree at age 24 and
convicted on March 30, 1990. In that incident when the victim
attempted to escape he chased her down, tackled her and then
raped her. At the age of 28 Mr. Gillis was again charged with rape in the 2nd degree. The victim
woke up with him on top of her, she struggled to get away but he managed digitally penetrate
her, she was able to then call 911. In a plea agreement he pled to assault in the 4th degree with
sexual motivation on November 11, 1993.
While that crime was being investigated Mr. Gillis was also involved in another incident on June
12, 1993 where he again attempted to forcibly rape a 14 year old victim. She sustained facial
bruises, her left eye had swollen shut, and she suffered hearing loss in one of her ears. Mr. Gillis
was convicted of assault in the 2nd degree with sexual motivation on July 29, 1993. Mr. Gillis has
also been convicted of assault for domestic violence in 1988.
Pursuant to the Special Commitment Center Annual Review, evaluator, Jennifer Rogers, Psy.D.,
dated May 8, 2018, it has been noted that Mr. Gillis had been given a previous LRA, but that it
had been revoked. Mr. Gillis has been found to be aggressive toward staff members, and a May
20, 2018 incident it was alleged he made physical contact with an SCC staff member. It’s been
noted he has a history of “grabbing” and frottage against female staff members. Court records indicate that in the review it was noted that community members cannot be entirely safeguarded
against this behavior if Mr. Gillis is on the community outing. Polygraph testing has intermittently
detected deception in Mr. Gillis’ responses to questions regarding his ongoing sexual experiences/
functioning. Pursuant to the annual review, he was asked how likely he would be to re-offend, he
acknowledged it was always a possibility and estimated a 10% chance of risk. However, his actual
risk of reoffending is much higher.
According to Court records, Mr. Gillis has evidenced pervasive antisocial traits, including failure
to conform his behavior to social norms, deception, impulsivity, irritability and aggressiveness,
reckless disregard for the safety and wellbeing of others, and lack of remorse. In addition, he
has been scored in the high range in the standard measure of psychopath. A constellation of
factors, that when taken together, suggest callous, unemotional, and manipulative affective
traits, as well as chronically unstable, antisocial behavior. Mr. Gillis has been assessed at a Risk
Level IVb, or Well Above Average Risk, for being charged with or convicted of another sexual
offense, having been deemed to be a sexual offender that is too dangerous to be released into
the community.

